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Dear School Families 
School Harvest Time
Thank you so very much for all your generous donations for the Lincoln Larder. They were collected on Friday 23rd October
with much gratefulness as the charity are very much in need of supplies. The Half Term was filled with lovely events kindly
organised by FOES - the scarecrow trail, the harvest quiz and the pumpkin competition. Well done to all the winners:
o Scarecrow – Emily
o Quiz – Luke
o Spookiest Pumpkin – Charlie & Louie
o Silliest Pumpkin – Freddie
o Most Creative Pumpkin – Isla
o Most Original Pumpkin - Brady
School Dinners
This week we have re-introduced hot school meals. It is not quite the same and service is mobile, but we
have managed to deliver hot meals to every room across staggered meal times. Thanks must go to Good
Lookin Cookin for helping us achieve this by simplifying their menus and to everyone at school pulling
together to tackle the logistics of another response to the challenge of Covid.
Sainsbury’s LEGO Cards
Last year some of you may recall that I ran a LEGO Card swap system to try and help collectors finish their
books. I know that Sainsbury’s Lincoln finished the promotion slightly ahead of schedule as they ran out of
packs, but for those of you who started filling their album and have gaps, the swap system is being reintroduced thanks to a pupil who is running this for me. Simply email enquiries@eagle.lincs.sch.uk with
LEGO SWAPs in the subject line and then list your requests in the body of the email. These will be
processed in order of emails received, sorted covid-securely, bagged and sent home.
Covid-Update Lockdown #2
The updated guidance for the second lockdown arrived on Thursday, with pre-information released during Wednesday
afternoon and we are still awaiting confirmation of further details. Once again we have been given minimal time to process
the information, but once again Team Eagle has pulled together. Thankfully, there are very few
changes to the visible organisation and systems that we already have in place. That said, we are
in a second national lockdown and I have no doubt that you will be all be mindful of taking
additional precautions as you travel to and from school. I would like to respectfully remind
everyone to socially distance at collection areas, move on quickly once collected and create safe
passing space where necessary – the school area will become an area of people movement and
so I urge you to protect yourself, family and school by taking extra covid-care as we all sacrifice
once again as part of lockdown #2.
School Covid-Operations are challenging. We are juggling so many different and additional tasks each day, whilst trying to
make school as normal as possible for the children. I could not do this without the endless support of the staff team and we
will continue to strive to provide the very best for your child. It is certainly a challenge, but it is one we are working
exceptionally hard to achieve. We thank you too for your continued support, kindness and understanding.
Kind regards, Hayley Adams

